SPECIAL VIDEO EFFECTS
A TOUCH AWAY
EPSIO
MODULE

BIG EFFECTS
IN A SMALL PACKAGE
Imagine adding effects to live video
footage as easily as tapping a screen.
No post production, training or waiting
required. Get ready, because that’s what
you’ll get with Epsio FX.

PICK YOUR EFFECT,
EPSIO DOES THE REST
Epsio FX comes loaded with special
effects, allowing you to quickly and easily
add effects to your playlist in order to
create sophisticated highlights.
Working in conjunction with the LSM
and LSM Connect, The Epsio FX
eliminates complex post production
video effects processes and delivers fast,
worry-free special effects.

With Epsio FX, you have immediate access to sophisticated live effects while saving
post-production costs and potential headaches. Add artistic replay effects, highlights
enhancements and craft a story for viewers by inputting simple parameters.

There are two types of effects:
•

Clip effects: Apply an effect to any clip of the playlist.
Effects are grouped by categories:
- Coloring effects
- Artistic effects
- Overlay (still or animation)
- Film & TV look

•

Transition effects: import your own image sequence
and use it as a replay wipe on top of all transition in
the Playlist.

It’s all just a touch away: colour correction, adjusting contrast, luminosity and saturation,
adding graphic overlays, or adding a box frame, letter or pillar box. You can also apply
digital filters to transform the look and mood of imagery, similar to effects used in
popular TV programming and web-based consumer photography sites.

BIG
EFFECTS

Trailers and promos can now be created in the OB van without having to rely on post
production in an edit suite, saving time and cost. Epsio FX helps you enrich live content
with solutions that save costs and speed up workflows. Let us show you how.

REVEAL MODE
Ramp up your storytelling with synchronized external data
The newest addition to the Epsio FX module, Epsio Reveal
allows you to integrate synchronized data with your replays for
more informative and compelling action.
Imagine this scenario:
The clock is winding down in a close basketball game, the
player shoots and scores - after the buzzer. The only valid
proof that the ball left the shooter’s hand before the clock ran
out is the time display. With Epsio Reveal, you can accurately
broadcast the time on the first replay, moving back and forth to
show the exact moment when the ball left the player’s hand.
Alongside LSM and LSM Connect, add dimension to replays.
Verify any measureable sports event.
With Epsio Reveal, it’s your call.

CUSTOMER SUPPORT
& TRAINING

Our clients range from TV stations
and rights owners to video equipment
providers and production houses
worldwide. We listen, analyse existing
workflows, anticipate customer needs,
and implement effective, highly reliable
solutions. Enabling our customers to
provide top-quality TV programming and
enriched content to millions of viewers
across the globe is our top priority.

CUSTOMER SUPPORT

TRAINING

Our products should function in ways
that meet your specific needs and
expectations - every minute of every
day. That’s why our technical support
is always on, 24/7 from each of our
regional offices. Someone is always
available to answer any question,
large or small.

Interested in learning how to operate
EVS systems and applications or getting
more out of our solutions?

Every person in EVS’ technical support
team is a qualified technician with
a solid background in broadcasting.
They understand your requirements
and will work tirelessly to answer your
question and resolve your support issue
enabling you to focus on your job.

Let us show you how. We offer a wide
range of courses on how to operate
EVS products – from beginner to
expert – taught in-house by industry
professionals. We also carry out
some sessions through a simple web
interface, so you can benefit from
hands-on instruction - even at a
distance. EVS user guides and technical
documents are also available free
of charge at our website (just click
Downloads on our homepage).

Europe, the Middle East & Africa
+32 4 361 7000
North America
+1 973 575 7811
Latin & South America
+52 55 46 31 22 00
Asia & Pacific
+852 2914 2501
Other regional offices
www.evs.com/contact
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To learn more about EVS go to www.evs.com
Search for EVS Broadcast Equipment on
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